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SAFETY INFORMATION SHEET 

SAFE PIT ACCESS 

PREAMBLE 
This Information Sheet is one of a series produced by the LEIA Safety and Environment Committee 
on topics relevant to the Lift and Escalator Industry.  Whilst every effort has been taken in the 
production of these sheets, it must be acknowledged that they should be read in conjunction with 
the relevant legislation, codes of practice etc.  They should not be taken as an authoritative 
interpretation of the law but guidance to it. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this Safety information sheet is to provide guidance, when accessing a lift pit - 
typically via the lowest floor landing door, and the checks to be made to verify the correct operation 
of the control and stop devices within the pit. 
 
It assumes that the lift is in a running condition, with a reasonably clean dry pit, a suitable pit access 
ladder is fitted and lighting levels in the well are acceptable. 
 

BACKGROUND 
Prior to the introduction of EN81- 20 a lift pit would typically contain a stop switch and verification 
that this switch is functioning correctly prior to entry into the pit is a fairly easy matter. 
 
Some lifts might have two stop switches, and these would need checking individually so that both 
are verified as functional. 
 
The introduction of BS EN81-20 and the requirement for a reset after the opening of any pit access 
door (where there is machinery in the pit) and before the lift is returned to normal service 
complicate the process checking that the pit stop switch(s).  
 
Where there is no machinery in the pit the design may be such that the reset is only required when 
the pit controls have been operated and before the lift can be returned to normal operation.  
 
This feature also makes more difficult the pit stop switch verification process and introduces a need 
to check the pit controls are functioning correctly prior to use.    
 
There is the possibility of mistakenly thinking a stop switch has been checked and verified as 
functional and safe when in fact there may have been another reason why movement of the lift car 
was prevented.  
 
There is also a possibility that the pre-entry check on stop switches may be omitted due to the time 
and effort this involves.  
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What follows are general instructions - different manufacturers may comply with the requirements 
of the standards in different ways so where manufacturer’s instructions exist these should be used 
in preference to the general advice offered here. 
 
In all cases:  
 There must be sufficient lighting in the pit.  
 Use of a landing entrance barrier is mandatory.  
 Door blocking tool must be used. 
 
PRE ACCESS-CHECK ON PIT STOP SWITCH – PRE EN81-20 LIFTS 
 
To check the stop switches, proceed as follows remember to use a door blocking tool at every stage 
when the landing door is opened for the checks to be carried out:   
 
1. Send lift car up from lowest floor (2-3 floors) and stop in travel using door lock release.    
2. Open the door a minimal amount and check the car has stopped and that the landing doors 

above are closed. 
3. Check the pit depth and confirm you are indeed at the lowest floor 
4. Operate the pit stop switch stop (see note 1 below)   
5. Close the door and press the landing call button 
6. Reopen the landing doors and check that the lift has not moved 
7. Release the pit stop switch and close the doors. 
8. Press the landing call button again and check normal operation resumes   
9. Repeat for all stops individually 
 
Note 1 The stop switch must be accessible from the landing. If it is not, isolate the lift before 
entering the pit.  
 
ACCESS ARRANGEMENT WHERE A RESET IS REQUIRED AFTER OPENING DOOR GIVING 
ACCESS TO PIT - EN81-20 LIFTS (refer BS EN 81-20:2020 Clause 5.2.6.4.4.1)  
 
In this situation to check the pit stop switches are functioning correctly the reset is required every 
time the door is opened – this can make for practical difficulties. 
 
To check the stop switches, proceed as follows remember to use the door blocking tool at every 
stage when the landing door is opened for the checks to be carried out:   
 
1. Send lift car up from lowest floor (2-3 floors) and stop in travel using door lock release.    
2. Open the door a minimal amount and check the car has stopped and that the landing doors 

above are closed. 
3. Check the pit depth and confirm you are indeed at the lowest floor 
4. Operate the pit stop switch stop (see note 1 above)  
5. Close the door, operate the reset, and press the landing call button 
6. Reopen the landing doors and check that the lift has not moved 
7. Release the pit stop switch, close the doors, and operate the reset. 
8. Press the landing call button again and check normal operation resumes   
9. Repeat for all stops individually including the one on the pit controls 
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At this point the pit stop switches can be considered proven. If the pit controls are not required on 
this occasion, then access to pit can now proceed.  
 
If the pit controls are to be used these must be checked before use, so proceed to step 10 
 
10. Enter pit and operate all stop switches as you enter  
11. Position any pit prop in its operating position (See note 2 below)  
12. Turn the pit controls to ‘inspection’ and leave the pit, restoring the stop switches to their 

normal positions as you leave, restoring the uppermost pit stop switch from the landing. 
13. Close the landing door and operate the reset switch and ensure that the lift does not 

respond to a landing call. 
14. Re-enter the pit and engage the stop switches 
15. Close the landing door 
16. Release all stops except the one on the pit controls  
17. From the refuge space release the stop on the controls and move the car up, checking that it 

moves in the up direction 
18. Operate the stop and check the car stops  
19. Repeat for down  
20. Controls can now be considered proven (See note 3 below)  
21. On completion of work engage all stops  
22. Turn normal/inspection back to normal  
23. Leave pit resetting stops except the one accessible from landing 
24. Reset the last stop from the landing   
25. Close landing door  
26. Operate the reset switch 
27. Check lift resumes normal operation  
 
Note2: Removing prop from its stowed position and positioning it in its operating position will 
enable inspection operation – although this is dependent on the individual circuit design.    
 
Note3: Before using the controls and moving the car to a position where the lowest floor landing 
lock is obstructed check that any permanently installed device within the pit to enable the door to 
be unlocked is functioning correctly.  
 
Difficulties likely to be encountered are with pairs or groups of lifts where another lift may respond. 
 
ACCESS ARRANGEMENT WHERE A RESET IS REQUIRED ONLY AFTER OPERATION OF 
PIT CONTROL STATION - EN81-20 LIFTS (refer BS EN  81-20:2020 Clause 5.12.1.5.2.2) 
 
In this situation to check the pit stop switches are functioning correctly a reset is not required every 
time the door is opened – this makes checking the operation of pit stop switches easier 
 
To check the stop switches, proceed as follows remember to use a door blocking tool at every stage 
when the landing door is opened for the checks to be carried out:   
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1. Send lift car up from lowest floor (2-3 floors) and stop in travel using door lock release.    
2. Open the door a minimal amount and check the car has stopped and that the landing doors 

above are closed. 
3. Check the pit depth and confirm you are indeed at the lowest floor 
4. Operate the pit stop switch stop (see note 1 below)   
5. Close the door and press the landing call button 
6. Reopen the landing doors and check that the lift has not moved 
7. Release the pit stop switch and close the doors. 
8. Press the landing call button again and check normal operation resumes   
9. Repeat for all stops individually 
 
Note 1 The stop switch must be accessible from the landing. If it is not, isolate the lift before 
entering the pit.  
 
At this point the pit stop switches can be considered proven.  
 
As the pit controls are to be used these must be checked before use, so proceed to step 10 
 
10. Enter pit and operate all stop switches as you enter  
11. Position any pit prop in its operating position (see note 2 below) 
12. Turn Normal/Inspection to inspection 
13. Now leave the pit, restoring the stop switches to their normal positions as you leave 
14. Restore uppermost pit stop switch from the landing 
15. Close the landing door 
16. Operate the reset switch 
17. Check the lift will not now respond to a landing call 
18. Re-enter the pit and engage the stop switches 
19. Close the landing door 
20. Release all stops except the one on the controls  
21. Release the stop on the controls 
22. Move the car up and check it moves in the up direction 
23. Operate the stop and check the car stops  
24. Repeat for down  
25. Controls can now be considered proven (see note 3 below)  
26. On completion of work engage all stops  
27. Open landing door 
28. Turn normal/inspection back to normal  
29. Leave pit resetting stops except the one accessible from landing 
30. Reset last stop  
31. Close landing door  
32. Operate the reset switch 
33. Check lift resumes normal operation  
 
Note2: Removing prop from its stowed position and positioning it in its operating position will 
enable inspection operation – although this is dependent on the individual circuit design.    
 
Note3: Before using the controls and moving the car to a position where the lowest floor landing 
lock is obstructed check that any permanently installed device within the pit to enable the door to 
be unlocked is functioning correctly.  
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WORK IN THE PIT 
Attention is drawn to drawn to Annex G of BS7255 (2012) which summarises the procedures to be 
adopted for working within a pit. 


